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EQUIPMENT REPORT

ROBERT J. REINA

Bowers &WilkinsGM5
LOUDSPEAKER

ith all the affordable loudspeakers I've written
about in recent vears. I couldn't remember
the last time I reviewed one from the'revered
British firm Bowers & Wilkiru. When I

searched www.stereophile.com, I learned that the last time
a B&W speaker had graced my listening room's carpet was
more than seven years ago: the DM603 53, reviewed in the
August 2005 issue. I thought it was time to revisit the brand,
and as the DM603 53 was a floorstanding speaker, this time
a bookshelf model seemed in order. But despite B&W's
prowess in that most-affordable speaker size, I was in the
mood to listen to a sanbus bookshelf speaker-not quite
something in the league of their 805 biamond (SSbOOZpair),
but something berween the flagship 800 Diamond seriei
andB&Vs entryJevel 600 series. The midline CM series,
comprigingfour models ranging from $1000 to $3000,zpaia
seemed tJfit the bill. The cirai (Srooozpair) looked inler-
esting, but I was more innigued by its newer, slighdy larger
sibling, the CM5 ($1500/piir), which is desigrei to'hanile
more power and go deeper in the bass.

Designing
According to B&Vrs product marugea Mike Gough, the CM5
was desigred as a step up from the CM1 in sound quality while
still meetine the reguirement of "qeneratins excellent sound
levels in coifined ri,**" fhe Ci,tSt 1" iuminum-dome
tweeter is tube-loade4 a tedrnology pioneered in B&VPs
Nautilus series. The tube is intended to help absorb and damp
any rearward-traveling vibratiors drat might color the sound
The CM5's 6.5" miVwoofer ofwoven Kevlar is impregnated
with a stiffenins resfuL then coated q'ith polvrner toieiand
damp the fiberi The sur6ce ofB&vrr i."i-6tittg Flowpon
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is dimpled to reduce tiicrion between the port and the arr
passing over it, and thus eliminate chuf6ng.

The CM5 is biwirable with two sets of binding posts.
Magnerically attached grilles are included. I left these off; the
drivers' nakedness slightly enhanced detaii and ftansparenry,
and did nothing to derrait from the speakers' beaudfr,rl real-
wood veneer. My review samples were drop-dead gorgeous
in rosenut, despite the CM5's conventional shape: a rict"ngrrlar
prism with shiry edges. (The speaker is also available in 

-

wenge or gloss black.) Although B&'W offers tl.re CM srand
in black brushed aluminum ($400,zpalr), I used my tmsry
Celestion Si stands, loaded with sand and lead shot.

Listenins
Right out of the bo>q with all of the frst dozen or so recordings
I tlrew at them, the CM5s evinced four remarkable sffenerhs:

Detail Resolution, Tiansparency, and Noise F/oor: As the riusic
emerged from a silent black space with copious, rransparent
room sound, familiar recordings revealed inner instrumental
details that I hadn't noticed before. Ir was easy ro set lost in
the music; thcse speakers made it effortless fbr rnJ to pick
out every subtle nuance in the performance.

Tiansient Delicacy and Speed: The CM5 was able ro repro-
duce_lightning-fast tr"usients with never a sense ofsharpness
or of a mechanical qualiry. Everl'transient seemed to float
on its own bed of air, as in a [ve performance.

Hugc Dynanic ELrr,,'lopc: Although the CM5's articuladons
of detail and ffansienrs wenr haniin hand wrrh its abilirv to
unravel low-level subtieties, it was its strengths at rhe opposire
end of the dyramic range thar knocked me for a loop. V/ith
all recordings I listenedlo, the speaker handled fonisimos as
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The dimpled "Flowport" treatment results in non-turbulent airf low.

if it were a large floorstander: with nary a hair of compression
or straln,

. Nurtrality: With one minor excepnon on ceftain recordings
(see below), the speaker reproduced a dcad-neurral balance"
throughout its frequenry range, with coherent integrarion of
high-frequency, midrange, and bass cimbres.

Here's the greatest cornpliment I can pay the CM5: When

used DRA Labs'MLSSA system
and a calibrated DPA 4006 micro-
phone to measure the Bowers &
Wilkins CM5's frequency response

in the farfield, and an Earthworks
QTC-40 for the nearfield and spatially
averaged room responses.

My estimate of the CM5's voltage
sensitivity was 87.5 dB(B) / 2.83Y/m,
which is within experimental error of the
specified 88d8. The CM5 is specified as
having a nominal impedance of 8 ohms
with a minimum value of 3.7 ohms; figJ
confirms the specification, and reveals

that the minimum impedance occurs at
the top of the audioband, where there
will be little musical energy. Though
the eleclrical phase angle varies widely,
the impedance magnitude tends to be
high at the most odreme phase angles,
amelioratingthe negative effect of
the phase angle. The saddle centered
at 48Hz in the impedance magnitude
(solid trace) suggests that this is the
tuning frequency of the flared port on
the rear of the enclosure. Plugging this
with the supplied foam cylinder resulted
in an impedance plot typical of a sealed

Flt:2 Bowers & Wllklns CM5, cumulative spcctraF
decay plot calculated from output of accelerometer
fastrned to ccnt.r ofside panel (M[5 driving voltate
to spcaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwldth, 2kHz).

enclosure (not shown), with a tuning
frequency of 76H2. When the CM5 must
be placed close to the wall behind it, it
will work best with its port plugged.

There is a small wrinkle at 30kHz
in both impedance traces; this will be
due to the aluminum-dome tweeter's
fundamental diaphragm resonance.
Another discontinuity is visible between
9OOHz and lkHz, behavior I expected to
correlate with an enclosure resonance
of some kind. However, while investigat-
ing the cabinet's panels with a simple
plastic-tape accelerometer did uncover
a strong vibrational resonance at414Hz
that could be detected on all surfaces
(fig.2), there was nothing significant
higher in frequency.

Looking at the nearfield response of
the port (fig.3, red trace), a peak can
be seen just below lkHz. but this is well
down in level. Other than that, the port is
well behaved, with a textbook bandpass
response centercd on 48H2, the frequency
of the conesponding minimum-motion
notch in the woofer's output (green
trace), The woofer's higher-frequency
response is fairly flat before crossing
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Flpl Bowers & Wilkins CM5 electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) with port open (2
ohms,/vertical div.).
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Like B&W speakers going back to the DM6 from 1976, the CM5's woofer uses a
woven Kevlar cone.

I listened to each of th"ree of my favorite recordings in rrs
endrery I experienced a level ofpleasure and involvement
that was beyond my experiences of these records with most
other loudspeakers. George Crumb is my favorite classical
compose! and for me, the recording ofhis Makrokosmos III:
Musicfor a Summu Euening-by Gilbert Kalish andJames Free-
man on amplified pianos, and percussionists Ral.rnond Des
Roches and Richard Fitz-is definitive (LP, Nonesuch713111).

1 The sound quality ofthis 1974 recording is impeccable. thoueh the surfaces of
my LP are noiiy. I fantasize that somedayir wrll le issucd on viryl oncc again, by
Chad Kassem's ncw audrophile pressing plant, Qualiry Record I 'rcsings, in Salina,
K,nsa.. lfyorr do. Chad. I ' l l  ordir 20 coiies.

In 1979,I was blessed to have attended a performance of the
work by these musicians in New York Crry. followed by a
question-and-answer session with the composer. According to
Cmmb, the pianos are amplified not to distort or to otherwise

alter their sound, but to give each
insmrment the dynamic range of
a full orchestra . Mahrokosmos III is
replete with air and space-silences
followed by delicate, barely audible
texrures or cnrshins fordssimos.
Listerung to this w6rk through
the CM5s, what floored me was
the soeakers' articularion of the
densily modulated high-frequenry
flourishes that Crumb fiequently
scores for the oercussion and the
pianos'upper registers. As I noted
while listening: "High-fiequency
transients. My God!!!" Although
I thoueht I knew the sound of
my C[araudio Virruoso Wood

fi rsttime,throughrr'..t?,',fr 3.I1ff T'?ffil#iil;
like an elpensive moving-coil.

The title track of King Crimson's Larlu'Ti:ngucs in kpk
(UK LP, Island ILPS 9230) has textures similar to that of the
Crumb work, in that subtle, delicate figures emerge from
silence and cuhninate in sudden forcissimos. The piece opens
with percussionistJamie Muir's subtle noodlings, which get
denser as the music swells to the climactic opening statement
of the melody. This passage blasted through the CM5s with

I  experienced
a level of
pleasure and
involvement
that was
beyond my
experiences
of these
records with
most other
loudspeakers.

over to the tweeter (blue trace) at the
specified 4kHz. However, it appears from
fig.3 that the CM5 uses a slow-slope
crossove4 perhaps 6dB/octave. I have
extended the horizontal scale of this
graph to zlokHz so you can see the effect
on the response of the tweeter's 'bil-can"
resonance, There is a 2OdB-high peak at
3OkHz. Fortunately, this resonance lies
5-7kHz higher in frequencythan is usual
for an aluminum-dome tweeter, and it
won't be excited with CD playback. ln
playing back LPs with a moving-coil car-

r@ 1m
Fqcy h &

Fl8i3 Bowers & Wilkins CM5. acoustic crossover on
HF axis at 50", corrected for microphone response,
with nearfield responses of woofer (grcen) and port
(red) respectively plotted below 350H2 and lkHz.
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tridge, however, the resonance will be set
in motion by ticks. lt will also be excited
by high-resolution digital playback with
an unpredictable effect on sound quality
within the audioband.

Fig.4 shows how these individual
responses sum in the farfield on the
tweeter axis, averaged across a 30o hori-
zontal window. There is only a trace of
the usual nearfield upper-bass response
hump, suggesting that the CM5 has a
somewhat overdamped low-frequency
tuning. While BJR did comment on 1'a

!
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Flt4 Bowe6 & Wilkins CMs, ane€hoic response
on HF axis at 50", avenged across 30o horizontal
window and corrected for microphone response,
with complex sum of nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300H2.

slight thickening in the upper bass that
called attention to that rangei' I suspect
that he was actually respondingto that
strong cabinet resonance at 414H2 rath-
er than to a problem with the woofer.
Higher in frequency, there is a slight
lack of energy just below the crossover
point; all things being equal, this would
lend the B&W a rather laid-back quality.
However, it would also make the speaker
kind to overcooked rock recordings.

The CM5's horizontal dispersion on
the tweeter axis (fig.5) reveals a well-

Fl95 Bowers & Wilkins CMI lateral response fam-
ily at 50", normalized to response on HF axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90-50 off
axis, reference rmDonse, differences in resDonse
5-90" off axis.



no trace of compression or strain. More over, as thc louder
passages grow more densely active, it was easy to pick out
the subtle interaction of percussionists Muir and Bill Bruford,
which, through lesser speakers, is buried under guitarist Robert
Fripp's loud, distorted playing on his Les Paul.

Next year I'll be making a concert re cording vith my lazz
quartet, Amendon Screen, in which I'll trade in my piano
fbr a recently refurbished pipe organ in a church wrih a
wonderful acoustic. In preparation, I've been researching the
2Oth-cenrury organ repertoire, with ernphasis on works by
Gyorgy Ligeti, Olivier Messiaen, and Peff Eben. In Volumina,
my favorite of Ligeri's works for organ, he stretches, har-
monically and dynamically, what is possible to be produced
by a pipe organ. Not only does the work test the frequenry
extremes of the insmrment and crcatc barely audible textures,
as well as pull-out-the-stops fornssimos; Liged also creates
unusual dissonances and unique timbres with parrially opened
stops. Listening to Gerd Zacher's recording of the work (LP,
Candide CE 31009), I was in awe es the groaning, dissonant
crescendos filled my smallish listening room. I was able to
follow each note in the score, despite the density of the most
difficult sections. The lughest fiequencies were reproduced
by the B&W CM5s with crysalline clariry extension, and air;
the linle speakers seemed not bothered at all at beins asked to
reproduce realisric pedal tones and volume levels.

But "simple" music, too, shone through the CM5. The
speaker's detailed and dead-neutral midranse made ir a
iarural match for pop vocal recordings. I wis able to follow
and enjoy Bob Dyian's every subtle vocal inflecdon in his
"Desolation Row," from Highway 51 Reukited (LP, Columbia
9189). The three-part harmonies in "Mr. Spaceman," from
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The aluminum-dome tweeter is loaded with a transmission l ine.

the Byrds' Fifth Dimcnsiotr (LP, Columbia.zSundazed 5059),
had a rich, silky, angelic, three-dimensional qualiry. And in
"(You Make Me Feel Like A) Naftrral 'Woman," from her
Thptstry (LP, Ode SP77009), I noriced inner details in Carole
King's voice that I'd never heard before.

Tlle CM5's high-frequenry extension and puriry enhanced
nry enjoyment of well-record ed jazz. ln Milcs Dauis and the
ModcrnJazz Ciants (LP, Prestige 7150), the master's frLrmpet
hadjust thc right amount of metallic bite-but I was more
impressed by the B&Ws reproduction of the shimmering
ring and decay of every mallet srroke dealt by vibist Milt

;;I#";frd-iltnffi;---- a : - -'--- a--:-:-> - -'

controlled radiation pattern; the appar-
ent off-axis flare shown by the cursor
position at 6.4kHz is actually due to the
small suckout centered at this frequen-
cy in the on-axis response filling in to
the speaker's sides. In the vedical plane
(fig.6), the use of a low-order crossover
with a lot of overlap between the drive-
units leads to significant modifications
as the listener moves above and below
the tweeter axis. However, this graph
suggests that the flattest treble balance
will be heard when the listener's ears

Fl96 Bowers & Wilkins CM5, vertical response
family at 50", normalized to response on HF axis,
from back to front: differences in response 45-50
above aris, reference response, differences in
rcsponse 5-450 below axis.
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are slightly above the tweeter, which in
turn suggests that low stands will work
better than high ones.

In the time domain, the step
response (fig.7) indicates that both
drive-units are connected with positive
acoustic polarity and that, as is usual
with a flat-baffle design, the tweeter
output leads that of the woofer. The cu-
mulative spectral-decay plot (fig.8) has
its floor suppressed by the 20dB height
of that ultrasonic tweeter resonance.
However, it still reveals a superbly

Fl97 Bowen & Wilkins CMS, step response on HF
axis at 50" (5ms time window 30kHz bandwidth).

clean decay at almost all frequencies,
correlating with BJR's feeling that the
CM5 had a commendable purity to its
sonic character.

It is difficult for a conventional
speaker with a flat baffle to use a
low-order crossover without there
being compromises in dispersion and
response. However, the measured
performance of Bowers & Wilkins'CM5
shows little sign of such compromises. I
am not surprised BJR liked this speaker
as much as he did.-romAtnm

Flji8 Bowers & Wilkins CMs, cumulativc spectral-
decay plot on HF axis at 50" (0l5ms risetime).



Jackson. It was very easy to discernJackson s signature dy-
namic envelope, even in softer passages.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, the late Donald
"Duck" Dunn's thumping bass-guitar line in "Hip Hug-
Heq" from The Aalt oJno6ker T.-& the MGt (LR itland; SD
8202),tu.d a clarity and solidiry that reminded me of when
I heard Dunn perform with Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young in
New York, ear]ier in this century. ile bassisCs unique pliras-
ing was very apparent thrcugh the CM5s.

Howeve4 I occasionally noticed a slight thickenine in the
upper bass that called anindon to that iange. This rJsed is
head rarely, but when it di4 it was a noticeable deviation
from the speakefs otherwise p.ure reproduction of timbres. A
good example was "Ladiesand Mercedes," from Carla Bley
and Steve Swallou/s Dueis (lR Watt 120). Swallow is unusual
amongjazz bassiss in preferring to play elecnic bass, and
with apidq and while Im quite aken with his composing
and pla:ying skills, I'm not alig frn of the sound he !.e 6m
his instrumenq it tends to lack definitiorl both on record and
in concerr Althoush it was clear ttroueh the B&Ws ttrat
the rid:, woody titib.er ofBley's pianJin this recording are
those of a sood Steinwav, the middle reeister of Swallo#s
pl"yr"g h"d a slghdy muddy, thumpy qidiry. Even some of
the playing of hand-drum percussionist Nana Vasconcelos,
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colored its &equency range, but I
felt the CM5's bass was a bit more ex-

on Egberto Gismontls Darqa da Cabqas(CD, ECM 1089),
occasionally had a bit of "thuddy''quality through the CM5s.
This recor&nq also spodiehted ltoi *ell rhe B&Vs transien
occasionally had a bit of "thuddy''quality through the CM5s.
This recor&ng also spodighted ltoi *ell rhe B&Vs transient

Comparing
I compared the B&W CM5 ($1500Zpair) with the Dynaudio
E:<cite X12 ($1200Zpair), the Monitor Audio RX6 Silver
($1250/pat), urd the Epos M16i ($1998Zpair).

The Dynaudio Excite X12 had a midrange as dean and clear
as the B&VPs, btit resolved much les detail. The Dynaudiot
midbass was warmea but is highJwel dynamic capibilitiesarticulation could aaommodate the broad range of Vascon-

celos's virtuosic playing throughout the audioband. But this
anomaly in the CM5s'upper bass was notanomaly in the eMsstupperbass was not
noticeable with the great m{ority of records I

were equally impressive.

E- Jhe M_onitorAudio RX6 Silver resolved sig-
nficant detail and aiq if not in the same leagui
as the CM5, and is hieh frequencies seemed
less delicate and sophiiticated. However the
Monitot's bass wdmore extended" andit had
superior highJevel dynamics.

The Epos M16i was crisp, clean, and un-
lored throughout its &equency range, bur
t the B&W CM5's bass was a bit more e

listened to.
I also enjoyed the CM5's coherent com-

pleteness of sound with recordings of electric
jazz and rock. "Vertical Invade4" from'Weather
Repords I SingTlre Body Elffiic (LP, Columbia
KC31352),is the nrne tlnt ignircd my interest
injazz-rock frrsiorl which I followed intensely
throughout the 1970s. With the CM5, the
solid anchor of Miroslav Vitous's double bass
and Eric Grav6tds dmm kit provided a drum-
ing baddrop for the growhofJoe Zawinuls
distorted Fender Rhodes piano and percussion-
ist Dom Um Romao's wild" frenetic chatter.

instruments. The CM5s revealed the sonds
production and engineering to be an inco-
herent mess.

Moreove4 the excessive and unnatural reverb added to
Mic.kJagget's voice entirely detached singer from

tended. Finallv, althoueh the Epos presenred
a coherent *[ integr"ied sound o#rail, it
wasn't as detailed, refined, or involving as the
CM5's.

Concluding
Over my past decade of listening to many affordable
speakers, both bookshelf and floorstanding I've
enjoyed an embarrassment of riches. Although I have
some favorites, I can't recall the last time I reviewed a
speaker that didnt impress me in at least some axeas.

The B&W CM5 touched me in a unioue wav.
With every recording I played, this neuni, dynlmic
speaker revealed layers of deail that let me hear
into the recording process, but in a way that made
it easy to forget about that process, kick back, and
enjoy the music.Just as paradoxically, its high level
of-resolution let ite differentiate 

"niorrg 
grJ"q good,

and not-so-good recordings, but in a way that didnt
lessen my enjoyment of music that had been poorly
recorded. If i tiad to, I could live with this a6rdabie

bookshelf model as my only loudspeaker.
I can't remember the last time I said that
about another speaker in the $1500,zpair
price region. A tremendous achievement by

Gerry and the Pacemakers were probably the most
undenited band of the British Invasion. I'm elad to see
the group is stil gigging, with 40 dates in the'Uf ttris
fill-for their tour with the Animals. The CM5 pre-
sented the rhythm section in "How Do You Do It" as
a tunefirl, rhythmically coherent unig and the speaket's
resolution of detail made it easy for me to focui on Les
McGuire's piano solo.

It was that same resolution of detail that made it
easy for me to study the engineering of studio record-
ings, though the results were not always pleasant-in a
carefirl listening to "As Tears Go By," from the Rolling
Stones' Dercmbds Childrn (LP, london 3450, Keith 

-

Richards's delicate acoustic-guitar pl"yr"g, overlaid
by ry*py strings, sounded completely disembodied
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